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 Free health and medication advice daily , many phone calls from clients and non clients. 

Especially after hours , public holidays- prevents people going to hospitals 

 Free deliveries to elderly, nursing mothers, vulnerable- keeps compliance with medication. 

Free delivery of webster packs. Keeps people at work if they know their parents or relatives 

are looked after 

 Bowel scan- Rotary- we started this service in Pharmacy first , before Commonwealth picked 

it up. We did at this at our own expense for the good of the community. Many positive cases 

picked up early and many lives saved. Going for at least 10 years 

 Examples of interventions- Mrs G- Stroke- went to her house, rang Dr got her in – spent a 

week in hospital. Customer with persistent headaches- Dr missed it- i referred to get Brain 

CT- it was a tumour. Lady on B Blocker eye drops- getting asthma medications- breathing 

issues- Dr missed it - we identified- off eye drops potentially life saver- Intervention cost us 

money in lost scripts but we did because we care. Every other day a person comes in with an 

inappropriate antibiotic for their condition which we refuse to dispense 

 Wound care- we provide free wound care to the vulnerable, people that have accidents- we 

dress them for free.  

 Number of lives I have saved in our shopping centre- and our first aid training has saved 

countless people. 1 diabetic coma, 2 asthma attacks, 2 angina attacks, 1 myocardial 

infarction, 2 epilepsy episodes, 1 first aid attendance person hit by car on main road . plus 

countless others i cannot remember.This is one pharmacist only in 20 years of service 

 Ensuring continuity of supply- the number of stock out issues is horrendous- who goes to the 

trouble to source/call doctors/make recommendations- we do- a dispensing fee does not 

even come close to covering this cost in time. Happens so regularly now it is far too 

disruptive to business and our professional time  

 Pbs price drops- we lose big $ every time a price drops- we keep stock anyway to maintain 

supply for our customers- we take the loss- happens year on year- we do this so our 

customers do not go without 

 Free BP /glucose testing 

 Psychological and moral support for grieving partners, our depressed and vulnerable 

customers 

 State Health Dept WA - NMMHS- Clozapine- we lose money on every broken pack- we do 

Pharmacist specialised training, check blood levels online before we supply then sometimes 

webster pack too- this costs us money but we do it for our patients who cannot go 

elsewhere as distance  is prohibitive 

 DAA prescritpions for clients- we do all the paperwork so clients can access them for free- 

huge amount of red tape- we spent our time for the patients 

 NDSS – costs us a lot of time and money  to do this- again we do it for the patients- ease of 

access at the right price . expired stock time to order, stock holding and to date our 

remuneration has been $0 . $1 per box won’t change anything 

 Harvoni- Hep C drug- in excess of $20000, we dispensed 3 in a week, again for our patients- i 

had to find $72,000 to pay for these before medicare paid me- again cost us money 
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 Owing prescriptions- we fund this- we do this for our patients who cannot get into their GPs 

in time, so they don’t go without their medication- do chemist warehouse do this? 

 Nursing home supplies- the true cost of supply of medication changes/ hospital discharges- 

they get their medication same day all sorted- this is our commitment- again we do this 

because we care, not because it is economical. Who will do all of this in the professional 

manner in which we do it, at anything close to this price- it simply isn’t possible- these 

residents will suffer. E.g. someone who is terminal gets medication instantly- they can pass 

pain free, we get them these medications in minutes. Attendance at a Medication Review 

Committee at our local Hostel for our patients- done at the expense of the pharmacy- done 

4-12 times per year- 1hr each time. Consists of GP, Nurse Manager and our Pharmacist.  


